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ABSTRACT
Early detection and quantification of diseases in food plants are critical to agriculture industry
and national food security. However, limitation in technology and cost has limited the success of
applying Computer Vision in Plant Science. This research builds on the recent advance of Machine
Learning, GPU and smartphones to tackle the problem of fast and low cost diagnosis of plant
disease. In particular, we choose soybean as the subject for applying automatic disease detection.
The reason is because soybean is an important crop for the state of Iowa and an important source
of food for America. The plant is however, highly vulnerable to several type of diseases. This thesis
consists of two sub-analyses of soybean diseases, which are: First, detection of a single disease
in soybean, particularly Sudden Death Syndrome (SDS) with high detail (including location and
severity). Second, detection of multiple diseases in soybean, using mobile phones which are resource-
constrained
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Despite making substantial progress in recent years, Deep Learning has not been widely adopted
in agriculture domain according to Kamilaris and Prenafeta-Boldú (2018). Lack of publicly available
datasets in the field is often cited as the cause for this phenomenon. However, accessibility is
often overlooked in such researches. Unlike traditional Image Processing technique, Deep Learning
required dedicated graphic card (GPU) or specialized hardware (such as TPU as Jouppi et al.
(2018) proposed) for accelerate the computation. Even as the cost comes down over time, bringing
a computer to the field is still a hassle for most farmers.
Mobile devices on the other hand, are more accessible than ever before. According to Thakkar
(2019), mobile phones and tablets from Apple are equipped with power efficient GPUs and CoreML
API for deep learning. Similarly, a few Android devices support Android Neural Network API for
the same purpose. Our ultimate goal is to create an application on mobile phone to detect multiple
diseases and for each disease, give a detail analysis. That way, even farmers will have readily
available tools for early detection and diagnosis of stresses in soybean.
Due to limitation in time and human resource, this thesis will divide the final goal into 2 major
challenges and take steps to solve each of them. Specifically, the first project is to create a single
disease detector with information about which parts of the plant were affected, the severity of
each part and the confidence of the detector. The Deep Learning model will be implemented on a
Personal Computer with access to more libraries and more computation power. It will prove the
viability of the final goal from a pure algorithm point of view. The second project is to create a
multiple diseases detector for mobile phones. The algorithm will only show its predicted disease
without further analysis. This step is to prove with careful engineering, we can bring sophisticated
2
Machine Learning models to mobile devices. Finally, future integration of the two project will be
the answer for our original goal.
1.2 References
Jouppi, N., Young, C., Patil, N., and Patterson, D. (2018). Motivation for and evaluation of the
first tensor processing unit. IEEE Micro, 38(3):10–19.
Kamilaris, A. and Prenafeta-Boldú, F. X. (2018). Deep learning in agriculture: A survey. Computers
and Electronics in Agriculture, 147:70–90.
Thakkar, M. (2019). Introduction to core ml framework. In Beginning Machine Learning in iOS,
pages 15–49. Springer.
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CHAPTER 2. SOYBEAN’S SUDDEN DEATH SYNDROME DETECTION
Modified from a manuscript to be submitted to Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
of the United States of America
Xuan Truong Tran
2.1 Abstract
This chapter will explore methods to automatically detect SDS syndrome, a complex disease
in soybean. The goal is to not only to be able to identify the existence of SDS, but also point out
which actual parts of the canopy are affected.
2.2 Overview
In the USA, SDS was first discovered in Arkansas in 1971 according to Roy et al. (1997). The
disease has spread extensively since then and now causes most yield losses throughout the North
Central Region. SDS is most severe when soybean is planted early into cool, wet soils, when heavy
midsummer rains saturate the soil, and when soybean cyst nematode (SCN) is present.
This research aims to explore image phenotyping for SDS in the field (ie: outside of controlled
labs). First, We will build a collaborative platform so agriculture and data scientists can share
knowledge and data quickly. The platform will include an easy to use graphical application for
researchers to make annotations of leaves with SDS disease on top of phenotype images and save
unfinished works in the centralized database. Data scientists on the other hand, can review individ-
ual progress of each researcher as well as query the full work of all researchers in real time. Second,
we will used the curated data to build a detection and classification Deep Neural Network (DNN)
model. The model should be able to detect the SDS disease better than uneducated guess; ideally,
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comparable to expert validation. Furthermore, should the SDS disease detected; the detector must
then quantify how severe the disease is in 5 increment steps with sufficient accuracy.
2.3 Review of Literature
The task of detecting the existence of objects and locating their (likely many) exact locations in
2D/3D images is called “location and classification” problem. There have been many approaches
to this problem. Traditionally, the abstract features of the object we look for are extracted then
searched for in the newly given image. SIFT by Lowe (2004) and HOG by Dalal and Triggs (2005)
are two of the most popular algorithm for automatic feature extraction, based on blockwise orien-
tation histograms. They roughly represent the outline shape of the subject. However, recognition
in human brain occurs in several stages, which suggest that the task of recognition is inherently
hierarchical.
To better model the recognition process, LeCun et al. (1989) pioneered the Convolution Neural
Network (CNNs), a class of hierarchical model where object’s features are learned by training
though many examples. CNNs consist of multiple layers with later ones built on top of previously
learned features. However, CNNs were limited by 2 big factors: their relatively simple architecture
(due to computational expense) and the number of training data.
2.3.1 Neural Network Architecture
Szegedy et al. (2013) modeled the detection as a regression problem, where output of a DNN
is not fed to a softmax function but to a regression network to predict the bounding box instead.
This solution however, decreases its effectiveness when there are multiple instances of the object
overlap with each other. Due to its structural design, the model can detect one class of object at
a time. That means, to detect n classes of object; n model must be trained separately and later,
infer independently. This approach certainly does not scale well.
The second approach, made popular since the 90’s was by building a sliding window detector.
Works from people such as Sermanet et al. (2013), Vaillant et al. (1994) on face detection or Sung
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and Poggio (1994) on pedestrian detection proved that this technique is feasible. However, this
approach is very computational expensive where each change in window’s shape and size requires
another forward pass. As we want to detect multiple types of object with possibility of overlap,
the processing time quickly escalate to prohibited level.
In recent years, a new approach called Region Proposal Network (RPN) emerged which
significantly improve prediction quality for “Detection and classification” task. The principle work-
ing of RPN is as follow: First, several candidates of object locations are “proposed”. Second, a
full-featured ConvNets will classify the object type in a given proposal. Different techniques will
differ on how the two networks are trained; such as training concurrently or iteratively. Depending
on the classifier’s output, the RPN will refine its proposal to increase the classifier’s confident score.
Notable works include R-CNN by Girshick et al. (2014), Fast R-CNN by Girshick (2015) and
Faster R-CNN by Ren et al. (2015). These advancements substantially increase the precision of
detection to the point of practically useful. For instance, Fuentes et al. (2017) used Faster R-CNN
architect by Ren et al. (2015) for detecting 9 classes of disease and pest in the tomato plant.
However, due to limitation of RPN at this time; hard-to-detect disease with complex symptoms
are still problematic. Particularly, SDS disease has symptoms similar to many common diseases
in Soybean and need a sets of visual clues to positively identify. This project’s goal is to not only
detect the disease with high precision, but also to quantify it once detected with high accuracy.
2.3.2 Collection of Training Data
Since deep learning relying on learning data representation to achieve better detection than
conventional approach, it is essential to acquire annotated images in both good quantities and
qualities. That mean the data collection system should be accessible using many types of device,
especially tablets with digital pencil for ease of use. The later requirement is particularly important
since most agriculture experts work on the field where access to Personal Computer is limited. It
should also support collaborative work, with account for each user to save unfinished work and pick
up later.
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To best of our knowledges, no such system existed as a free and open-sourced project. Services
such as Amazon Mechanical Turk - as Sorokin and Forsyth (2008) pointed out, does support
collaborative work. But it is non free (as both in beer and in speech) and employed non-professional
workers. Free software such as the VGG Image Annotator by Dutta and Zisserman (2019), on the
other hand, does not support collaborative work at the time we started the project. Therefore, it
is desirable for us to develop a better system. In our situation, the previous annotations tool was
based on the open-sourced project named ImageLabel by Tzutalin (2017), written in around 3000
line of codes in Python.
Figure 2.1 A desktop based image annotator
Fig 2.1 show PyLabel’s running on a personal computer. The application’ ui is powered by
PyQt5 - a matured, features-rich framework that is equally easy to learn. The backend was modified
to support the complex and widely popular Pascal VOC format as well as the simpler CSV format.
However, PyQt5 has dependence on Qt Framework which does not support running on a web
browser at the time of writing. It would take a significant amount of work to refactor the old code
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to make it run on both iOS and Android, if at all. Therefore we set out to create a clean room
design for our annotation tool, which satisfy the project’s requirement.
2.4 Material
Research subject are phenotype of 453 soybean germplasm accessions with maturity group I, II
and III. For each, we collect Disease score from 0 to 9 and Disease incidence from 0 to 100%. For
reference, we use a visual score board of sample leaves from DS 0 to DS 9 and A look up table for
quantification
Agriculture experts annotated the images with 5 stages of severity. In total, they annotated
693 images from both Hinds Farm and Muscatine test fields. Each annotation tag consists of Image
location, Top left co-ordinates, Bottom right co-ordinates and DS score. In summaries, Diseased
boxes according to score in range [1-5] are [1756, 2490, 894, 907, 1635], which total in 7682 boxes
annotated.
2.5 Methods and Procedures
2.5.1 Collection of Training Data
2.5.1.1 Building the WebAnnotation Tool
Since supporting multiple users to collaborate on the same dataset was one of the top priorities
for us, we use a client – server architecture for our system. The client will request images from
the server to annotate then send back the annotations data. The server will verify the request
for correctness and permission then update its database accordingly. This way, once a researcher
annotates an image, the annotations will be available immediately for all other researchers. We
set out to implement the project, with Alect lofquist’s help in SQL database and based on Jacob
Stimes’ initial UI. The author is responsible for the App-Server communication, the final UI and
multi-touch support.
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The client is written in Typescript, which runs on any modern browser such as Apple Safari,
Google Chrome and Microsoft Edge. We choose Microsoft Typescript as our front-end language
since it can be compiled to standard JavaScript while offer more functionality and has excellent
development ecosystem. As users visits the App, they will be asked to login with their account or
create a new account if they do not have one, as in Fig 2.2.
Figure 2.2 WebAnnotation Tool’s login page
When users click the login button, function loggedInAs(privateUserName) will be called as in
List 1. The function will create an AJAX (Garrett et al. (2005)) request using HTTP GET with
dataToSend is the user’s name. Attached to the request is a callback function success(response),
which will be invoke when the server reply back with the user’s status. Only when the request
executed successfully, the application will then ask the server for image to annotate.
Fig. 2.3 show the Annotation Tool running on an iPad. User can choose between different
Disease scores and draw a rectangle over diseased leaves. On PC mouse and keyboard can be used
for input; on tablet, drawing devices such as Apple Pen are also natively supported. At the top of
9
function loggedInAs(UserName) { 1
const url = calculate_url(); 2
const dataToSend = { 3
author: UserName, 4
}; 5
$.ajax({ //Create an ajax object 6
url, 7
data: dataToSend, 8
async: true, 9
success(response) { // In case server response 10
if (response.marked === 0) { 11
warningNewUser(); 12
} 13
updateUIwithUserProgress();// Update user UI and load next image 14
loadNextImage(); 15
}, 16
error(message) {// In case there was an error 17
printErrorMessage(); 18
}, 19
}); 20
} 21
Listing 1 WebAnnotation Tool’s login function
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the application, several buttons are placed which give users options to undo mistakes, save result
or skip annotating the image.
Figure 2.3 The Web-app annotator running on iPad
To enable drawing bounding boxes in real time on the selected image, we construct a transparent
“canvas” on top of it then let user draw annotations on the canvas (List 2) We do so by first load
the image, calculate its size then create a “RaphaelPaper” of the same ssize on top of it. We also
disable default dragging behavior of the image to keep it and the canvas in place.
We track the digital pencil using TouchEvent, and similarly the mouse using MouseEvent to
interactivity draw bounding boxes on this canvas. List 3 showed that we differentiate between
touchstart, touchmove and touchend to decide whether to continuously draw a new bounding box
or finish it and update the drawing board state.
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public initRaphael(filename) { 1
const url = calculate_url(); 2
const img = new Image(); // Create an image holder 3
const mCanvas = document.getElementById('canvas'); 4
img.onload = () => { 5
const {height, width} = img; // Load image 6
this.resizeRatio = resizeImagetoFitCanvas(); 7
}; 8
img.src = url; 9
$(document).on('dragstart', (e) => { 10
if (nodeName === 'IMG' || nodeName === 'SVG' || nodeName === 'IMAGE') { 11
if (e.preventDefault) {e.preventDefault();} //Disable dragging behavior 12
} 13
}); 14
} 15
Listing 2 WebAnnotation initializing function
$('#canvas').bind('touchstart', function (event) { 1
// start tracking when finger touched down 2
mAnnoStore.downMouse(this, pt.x, pt.y); 3
}); 4
5
$('#canvas').on('touchmove', function (event) { 6
// Record the movment of finger 7
mAnnoStore.moveMouse(this, pt.x, pt.y); 8
}); 9
10
$('#canvas').on('touchend touchcancel', function (event) { 11
// Stop tracking when finger lift 12
mAnnoStore.upMouse(this); 13
}); 14
Listing 3 Touch Tracking function for annotation drawing
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To communicate this change back to the server, we encode it as a JavaScript Object Notation
object (JSON) - Crockford (2006) and send it over the internet using AJAX protocol (List 4).
When the server finished process the request, it will invoke a designated handler success(respond),
which in this case will call nextImage() then updateProgress(). While the server process our request,
users can still interact with the WebAnnotation Tool (such as select a different disease severity).
public upload() { 1
// Create data object with author name, image id, the annotation path..etc. 2
const dataToSend = { 3
image_id: `${curImageId}`, 4
author: username, 5
paths: pPaths, 6
severities: mSeverities, 7
poor_quality: false, 8
}; 9
$.ajax({ 10
data: JSON.stringify(dataToSend), 11
success: (response) => { 12
// if request successed, load next image and update progress 13
this.nextImage(); 14
updateProgress(); 15
}, 16
error(msg) { 17
// If request failed, print the reason 18
alert(JSON.stringify(msg)); 19
}, 20
}); 21
} 22
Listing 4 WebAnnotation upload function
List 5 shows the simplified version of how sever handle the client’s request. First, the JSON
object will be parse to get image id, author, paths and boolean value poor quality. Then the
function putData($image id, $author, $paths, $is poor quality) is called to put the annotation into
the data base. If the action successes, it will return a mark id which we will reply back to the
client; otherwise the function will throw an exception with an error message, which we will print
in user’s browser console.
13
$body = json_decode($body, true); // Decode JSON object 1
try { // call function to modify the database 2
$mark_id = putData( 3
$body['image_id'], 4
$body['author'], 5
$body['paths'], 6
$body['poor_quality'] 7
); 8
echo json_encode(array( 9
"mark_id" => $mark_id 10
)); // Return confirmation to client if success 11
} catch (Exception $e) { // Return error code if operation fails 12
http_response_code(500); 13
echo json_encode(array("errorMessage" => $e->getMessage())); 14
} 15
Listing 5 Server upload handler
The server was implemented on the Apache HTTP server, and written primarily in PHP. It sits
between clients and a MySQL server, where a client cannot modify the database directly. Instead,
the client will send a request. The server will check and execute the request. If nothing goes wrong,
it will modify the database accordingly. Finally, data scientist and agriculture experts can review
recently annotated image and make changes if necessary, as shown in the Fig. 2.4,
2.5.1.2 Extracting Annotation Data
Since the annotation were stored in a database to simplify sharing and collaboration between
researchers, it needs to be retrieved in a form that is understood by Keras (Chollet et al. (2015))
and Tensorflow (Abadi et al. (2016)).
The concept is simple, yet as we interact with the database while other researcher could poten-
tially using it, care should be taken. We abstract a ContextManager class out named DatabaseM-
anager in List 6. By using the class instead of interacting with the cursor directly, we make sure
the connection will be initialized in a correct order and it will be closed even when an error occurs.
We then will query all images which have been annotated, then pre-filter out annotations that
are likely problematic. For example, a box over diseased leave which has a ratio between the length
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Figure 2.4 Reviewing panel for Data Scientist
and the height greater than 5 will be filter out. They are likely resulted from user errors and will
decrease the model’s effectiveness. List 7 shows a simplified structure of MySQLParser class.
It retrieves annotation and save it in a .csv file such as in List 8, with each line has a format of
[file− location, x1, y1, x2, y2, severity]
2.5.2 Detect and Quantify SDS Disease
Detecting diseased canopy can be posed as a detection and localization problem, which best
solved with Region proposal-based network (RPBN). RPBN implementations vary greatly, but they
tend to conform to the general concept show in Fig. 2.5. Given an input image, RPBN will try to
look for object of interest though different window size. Once proposals are created, the algorithm
will cut them out and put through a classification pipeline (usually a full-featured CNN) to decide
whether they are actual objects of interest, and if so what they are. In our case, the proposal will
search for diseased leaves and the classifier will check again if it is true as well as which disease score
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class DatabaseManager(AbstractContextManager): 1
2
def __init__(self, user: str, password: str, host: str, 3
database: str) -> None: 4
# Handle login and resource initialization 5
6
def __enter__(self) -> connector.cursor.MySQLCursor: 7
# Aquiring Database resource 8
try: 9
self.cnx = connector.connect( 10
user=self.user, 11
password=self.password, 12
host=self.host, 13
database=self.database) 14
except connector.errors.Error: 15
self.release_resource = False 16
else: 17
# Reurn cursor to resource to the app 18
return self.cnx.cursor() 19
20
def __exit__(self, exc_type, exc_val, exc_tb) -> None: 21
# Release resource 22
Listing 6 Database Manager
should be for that case. Finally, the algorithm will try to tighten the bounding box around detected
objects, usually using standard optimization strategy with regard to classification confident score.
2.5.2.1 Previous approach and limitation
Traditionally, RPN and Classifier are implemented as two separated networks training simul-
taneously. They require a huge amount of computational power, thus to be able to train on
contemporary hardware both RPN and Classifier had to be designed deliberately simple. To get
higher quality prediction, it is essential to train RPN and Classifier more effectively. A standard
implementation of RPN require a full forward pass for every single region proposal for a given
image. For R-CNN by Girshick et al. (2014), that translates to roughly 2000 forward passes though
AlexNet even though most of the patches differ in a handful of pixels. Fast R-CNN by Girshick
(2015) solved this problem using a technique known as RoiPool (Region of Interest Pooling) showed
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class MySQLParser(AnnoParser): 1
2
def __init__(self, encoding: str, source_folder: str, 3
new_csv_folder: str) -> None: 4
super().__init__(encoding) 5
# Initialize the parser 6
7
def transform_path(self, relative_path: str) -> str: 8
# Append parent folder to relative path 9
10
def parse_anno(self) -> AnnoDatabase: 11
# Calling Database Context Manager 12
with DatabaseManager("USER_NAME", "PASSWORD", "localhost", 13
"soybean_tagger") as my_cusor: 14
# Asking for annotated data by author = "Randi" 15
my_cusor.execute( 16
"""select `MarkedData`.path, `Images`.path from `MarkedData` inner 17
join `Images` on `MarkedData`.image_id = `Images`.image_id where 18
`MarkedData`.author = 'Randi' """ ) 19
for json_boxes, relative_path in my_cusor: 20
# Format data according to the client request 21
return_data.append(AnnosPerImage(bboxes, img_path)) 22
return return_data 23
Listing 7 MySQL Database Parser
in Fig. 2.6. The core idea is to extract the feature map of an image only once. Feature map for
proposal patches are subsequently segmented out from that pre-calculated feature map. Further-
more, the process of tightening of bounding box is now done in parallel with classification based
on RoI pooling layer with significant reduced computation.
There is still one bottleneck in Fast-RCNN, which is the region proposer. The proposals were
created using Selective Search by Uijlings et al. (2013) running on CPU, which is order of magnitude
slower than the parts running on GPU. Continuing the trend of moving computation to shared
process running on GPU, it is natural to reuse the feature maps created by CNN for region proposals.
This is the core idea behind Faster-RCNN.
Faster-RCNN, showed in Fig. 2.7, works by passing a sliding window over the features map,
and at each window examine simultaneously k potential bounding box. There are 4k coordinates
needs regression and 2k scores classification for object/not object. By assuming that objects will fit
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Listing 8 Sample of training data
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certain box ratio such as 1:1, 1:2, 2:1 and have 3 size small, medium, big; Faster-RCNN substantially
reduce the search space. Coordinates and classification are all trained in parallel so the training
is sped up significantly. This in turn, allow data scientist to use GPU to train Faster-RCNN with
bigger, more sophisticated dataset.
However, although Faster-RCNN move the entire RPN into the GPU, it still trains the Classifier
and RPN independently from each other. In fact, attempt to train them concurrently will result
in both network trying to modify the features map. In the original paper, Ren et al. (2015) first
trained RPN and then use the proposal to train the classifier similar to the process of Fast-RCNN.
Training Faster-RCNN require repeating the process alternatively. There are few problems with
that approach: First, since RPN and Classifier actively rewrite the feature map against each other,
optimizing 2 networks at the same time is difficult and inefficient. Second, detecting object of
interest and classify the object are two faces of the same coin, it is desirable for them to work
together.
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2.5.2.2 Our approach
As previously mentioned, it is desirable for classifier and RPN to train concurrently sharing
data, without working against each other. However, many attempts to do so before have failed
since for the task of proposing interest region, most of the proposals are negative. Then, there are
problem with complexity of the CNN model. Generally speaking, the more complex a model is,
the more samples needed to train it. If the number of sample was insufficient, the training will
overfit, resulting in artificially high training precision. This model, however, will perform poorly
with unseen data such as soybean phenotype from another field. On the other hand, SDS is a
complex disease which requires complex machine learning model to detect.
To solve our problem, we employed a technique called “Divide and conquer”. The goal of
providing a single score of Diseased Severity (0-5) is divided into 2 sub-tasks: First, we will try
to detect canopies with SDS disease. For the detected canopies, we will quantify their severities.
Finally, we will infer statistical from the model’s prediction output. We will go throw how the
tasks have been done before, their limitation and how we will improve them. Finally, we will show
performance metric of our solution.
SDS disease detector In region proposal step, negative samples overwhelmingly contributed
to the loss function so the algorithm bias toward easily classifiable ones. Two stage training methods
like Faster-RCNN by Ren et al. (2015) use negative hard mining to select roughly the same number
of positive anchors and negative anchors. Since one stage detector cannot easily filter such cases
out, it is essential to come up with a loss function which de-emphasizes easily classifiable samples.
We selected Retinanet architect by Lin et al. (2017) from Facebook AI Research (FAIR) as the
basis for our Machine Learning model because it successfully solves the problem.
Retinanet use Focal Loss, showed in Eq. 2.1. Focal Loss is a modified cross entropy loss function
that down-weights the loss assigned to well classified example.
FL(pt) = −(1− pt)γ log pt (2.1)
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The novel focal loss focuses the training on a sparse set of hard examples and prevent the vast
number of easy negatives from overwhelms the detector during training. For example, an average
miss classified example will cause a loss of 20% the value produced by Cross Entropy Shore and
Johnson (1980) but an easily classified examples have value one tens of thousand times smaller
(Fig. 2.8). In our work, we reused the implementation by Gaiser et al. (2018) instead of coding it
from scratch. The loss function is shown in List 9.
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Figure 2.8 Focal Loss function
The second problem with previous approaches was feature map created after lots of subsampling
losses semantic information at later levels (in other words, losing finer detail). For object varying
greatly in size such as soybean leaves, the algorithm becomes ineffective with either of its extremes.
If we train the model to be able to detect even the biggest leaves, precision for smaller leaves suffers.
Retinanet takes advantage of the fact that deep convolution networks compute a feature hierarchy
layer by layer, with subsampling. The feature hierarchy thus has an inherent multi-scale, pyramidal
shape.
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def focal(alpha=0.25, gamma=2.0): 1
""" Return a computational graph which can be run on GPU """ 2
def _focal(y_true, y_pred): 3
labels = y_true 4
classification = y_pred 5
6
# compute the divisor: same shape as the positive anchors 7
divisor = where(labels <= 0, zeros_like(labels), labels) 8
divisor = max(divisor, axis=2, keepdims=True) 9
divisor = cast(divisor, floatx()) 10
11
# compute the number of positive anchors,ensure we do not divide by 0 12
divisor = sum(divisor, axis=1, keepdims=True) 13
divisor = maximum(1.0, divisor) 14
15
# compute the focal loss, with optional regularization alpha 16
alpha_factor = ones_like(labels) * alpha 17
alpha_factor = where(labels == 1, alpha_factor, 1 - alpha_factor) 18
focal_weight = where(labels == 1, 1 - classification, classification) 19
focal_weight = alpha_factor * focal_weight ** gamma 20
cls_loss = focal_weight * binary_crossentropy(labels, classification) 21
22
# normalise loss and filter out "ignore" anchors 23
cls_loss = cls_loss / divisor 24
anchor_state = max(labels, axis=2) 25
indices = where(anchor_state != -1) 26
cls_loss = gather_nd(cls_loss, indices) 27
28
# divide by the size of the minibatch 29
return sum(cls_loss) / cast(labels)[0], floatx()) 30
31
return _focal 32
Listing 9 An implementation of focal loss function
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The goal of Retinanet is to leverage the pyramidal shape of a Convnet feature hierarchy while
creating a feature pyramid that has strong semantics at all scales. Retinanet introduced a concept
called feature pyramid net which combines low-resolution, semantically strong features in later
layers with with high-resolution, semantically weak features in earlier layers as shown in Fig. 2.9.
We again, reuse the implementation of Gaiser et al. (2018), shown in List 10.
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Figure 2.9 Feature Pyramid Net
def __create_pyramid_features(C3, C4, C5, feature_size=256): 1
# upsample C5 to get P5 from the FPN paper 2
P5 = Conv2D(feature_size, kernel_size=1, strides=1, padding='same')(C5) 3
P5_upsampled = UpsampleLike([P5, C4]) 4
P5 = Conv2D(feature_size, kernel_size=3, strides=1, padding='same')(P5) 5
6
P3 = similar_procedure() 7
P4 = similar_procedure() 8
P6 = similar_procedure() 9
P7 = similar_procedure() 10
return [P3, P4, P5, P6, P7] 11
Listing 10 Function building Pyramid features
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The scales of the ground truth boxes are not used to assign them to levels of the pyramid.
Instead, ground-truth boxes are associated with anchors, which have been assigned to pyramid
levels. All the anchor boxes outside image dimensions were ignored.
Here we will introduce a new concept called “Intersection Over Union” (IoU ). IoU is a metric
to measure how well a detector perform compared to the ground truth. Intersection denotes the
overlapping area between a ground truth and a bounding box. Union on the other hand, denotes
the joined area that both the ground truth and bounding box cover. IoU is therefor always smaller
or equal 1. The maximum value of 1 is achieved only when the bounding box and the ground
truth are exactly the same. By optimizing IoU, we make sure that the proposed region of interests
aligned closely with actual ground truths. A given anchor box will be marked positive if its IoU is
greater than 0.7. On the other hand, a anchor box will be marked negative if the IoU is less than
0.3. Of all undefined anchor boxes, if one has the highest IoU with a particular ground truth box
(among all proposals) it will be promoted to a positive box.
SDS disease classifier By first using a general detector, the number of samples (leaves) we
need to classify is reduced dramatically. It is then possible to use a deeper, more complex classifier
to predict the severity of (already detected) SDS diseased leaves. First, using the same annotation
data that the RPN used before, we cut patches from image according to its severity and save to
different folder using PatchCutter class shown in List 11
Second, we train a CNN classifier based on DenseNet by Iandola et al. (2014), shown in List 12.
Finally, we create a pipeline so that result from SDS disease detection is feed directly to the
SDS disease classifier. The source code is shown in List 13.
2.6 Results
Using a GPU server with 4 Nvidia Titan X 12GB, 2 Intel Xeon 10 cores, 40 threads CPU
and 512GB DDR4 ram, we train the model on images from Hinds Farm and test on images from
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def cut_patches_from_all_files(self) -> None: 1
# For each image 2
for img_path, boxes in self.anno_dict.items(): 3
img = cv2.imread(img_path) # Read image 4
patches, ds_class = cut_patches_from_img( 5
img, boxes) # Cut into patches 6
self._save_patches_to_disk(patches, ds_class) # save to disk 7
8
9
def _save_patches_to_disk(self, patches: List[np.array], 10
ds_class: List[int]) -> None: 11
for patch, _class in zip(patches, ds_class): 12
parent_folder = self.dest_path / str(_class) # create Path to class 13
if not parent_folder.is_dir(): 14
# if path to folder not existed, create one 15
parent_folder.mkdir(mode=0o755, parents=False, exist_ok=False) 16
# Create path to file 17
file_name = parent_folder / (str(self.patch_count) + ".jpg") 18
self.patch_count += 1 19
# save file containing the patch 20
cv2.imwrite(str(file_name), patch) 21
Listing 11 Class PatchCutter responsible for cutting out diseased patches
if __name__ == "__main__": 1
# The classifier is based on DenseNet 2
base_model = DenseNet121() 3
x = base_model.output 4
x = Dense()(x) 5
m_predictions = Dense()(x) 6
m_model = Model(inputs=base_model.input, outputs=m_predictions) 7
m_model.compile() 8
best_wts_callback = callbacks.ModelCheckpoint() 9
Listing 12 SDS severity classifier
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def process_image(self, image_path): 1
orig_image = image.read_image_bgr(image_path) # Read image 2
# Create a copy to draw annotations on 3
draw = cv2.cvtColor(orig_image, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 4
m_image = image.preprocess_image(orig_image) 5
# preprocess image for the classifier 6
m_image, scale = image.resize_image(m_image) 7
# use trained model for making prediction 8
boxes, scores, _ = self.detector.predict_on_batch( 9
np.expand_dims(m_image, 0)) 10
boxes /= scale 11
for idx, (box, score) in enumerate(zip(boxes[0], scores[0])): 12
if score < 0.5: 13
# if confident < 50%, skip 14
break 15
... 16
# visualize the bounding box 17
draw_boxes_on(draw) 18
# save the result image 19
cv2.imwrite("output.jpg", cv2.cvtColor(draw, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB)) 20
Listing 13 SDS disease detect and classification
Muscatine. To evaluate how well the model make prediction, we use objective result for a single
comparable number as well as subjective result to identify any perceivable bias.
2.6.1 Objective Result
Fig 2.10 shows both classification loss and regression loss of our model decrease with time with
some fluctuation and tap off at latter epochs, signaling that the model is actually learning from
data:
However, instead of only looking at training/testing lost function e use “Mean Average Pre-
cision” (mAP) to rank classifier. mAP is a composite metric used to measure the accuracy of
object detectors. One component of mAP is Precision. Precision measures the ratio between True
Positive and Predicted Positive. Some detectors give out detections liberally, which detect more
true positive but also many false positive. Precision will penalize a detector if it uses this strategy.
Recall measures the ratio between True Positive and False Negative. Some detectors give out de-
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Figure 2.10 Training losses though 50 epochs
tections too conservatively, which lead to more correct detection but fail to point out all of them.
Recall will penalize a detector if it uses this strategy. mAP is the average of the maximum preci-
sions at different recall values, making sure the detector choose a balance between making enough
predictions and being responsible for those predictions. Fig 2.11 shows the total loss, combined
of classification and regression goes in opposite direction of mAP (for testing data) confirm that
the learned model works well. Similarly, mAP goes up tap off at latter epoch signaling its peak
performance. For unseen data, mAP peaks at 0.547 at epoch 15.
2.6.2 Subjective Result
Using human experts, we group the result in 3 qualitative categories: Bad prediction, Good
prediction and Excellent prediction. We will give an example for each group, with overlay bounding
boxes indicating diseased leaves. Green bounding boxes are from the ground truth while red
bounding boxes are predictions from the trained model.
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2.6.2.1 Bad prediction
Prediction such as showed in Fig. 2.12 is considered bad because significant number of ground
truth boxes were not detected. This represents a small portion of all predictions.
2.6.2.2 Good prediction
Prediction such as in Fig. 2.13 is considered good because most ground truth boxes were detected
with few other false positive. This represents the majority of all predictions.
2.6.2.3 Excellent prediction
Prediction such as in Fig. 2.14 is considered good because most ground truth boxes were detected
with few other false positive. This represents the majority of all predictions.
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Figure 2.12 Bad prediction
Figure 2.13 Good prediction
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Figure 2.14 Excellent prediction
2.6.3 Statistical Result
The classifier’s validation accuracy is 0.67 (Fig. 2.15). That mean given that the leave were
certain diseased, the classifier can predict the correct severity 67% of the time.
Given an image of a whole soybean canopy, the combined detector has the ability to not only
detect the disease leaves but also to predict the 2 most likely severity scores for them (Fig. 2.16)
User of the software can also extract statistical information on a given image, such as in Fig. 2.17.
This information can be used as a building block to examine how a phenotype or weather pattern
affect the spread of SDS disease. However, such study is outside the scope of this research and will
be further examined in future works.
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Figure 2.16 Final prediction for SDS disease
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CHAPTER 3. SOYBEAN DISEASE PREDICTOR
Modified from a manuscript to be submitted to Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
of the United States of America
Xuan Truong Tran
3.1 Abstract
This chapter will explore method to automatically detect 8 different stresses in soybean quickly
and cheaply. The goal is to leverage mobile devices to make it more accessible to farmers while still
make use of Machine Learnings for better accuracy.
3.2 Overview
Farmers would benefit from a fast and accurate method to identify, classify and quantify bi-
otic and abiotic stresses in soybean production. Unfortunately, the current predominant method
requires specialized trained experts and largely based on visual. This process is inherently subjec-
tive and suffers from inter- and intra raters’ variation, which translate to higher rate of error and
delayed decisions. Computer Vision and Deep Learning have emerged as an effective method to
quickly and accurately classify visual images based on previously learned patterns.
Previous works have established a Machine Learning model that accurately identify 8 classes
of soybean’s stress from RGB images. However, the model proposed by Ghosal et al. (2018) is
computational heavy and requires specialized Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) which cost up to
thousands of dollars to run. In this Chapter, we will build an equivalent application that run on
mobile devices that are more accessible to farmers. Care should be taken so that the prediction’s
accuracy is not compromised while taking every optimization opportunity possible. On the test
device which is a 5 years old iPhone 5s, the disease detection app runs responsively, with prediction
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made with the same quality in sub second. Furthermore, it is possible to speed up the prediction
into micro second range for real time application, with some compromised in accuracy using half
precision arithmetic.
3.3 Review of Literature
Classical Machine Learning techniques such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) by Cortes and
Vapnik (1995) has long been used in mobile device for classification. Albert et al. (2012) used SVM
to train on phone’s acceleration sensor’s input to predict 4 classes of falling, which are Trips, Left
Lateral, Right Lateral and Slips. Anguita et al. (2012) cited SVM’s hardware friendly nature as
the reason for using it in predicting human activity while using smart phone.
However, LeCun et al. (2015) pointed out that conventional techniques were not effective with
unprocessed data. Experts often have to carefully design a feature extractor from raw input into
suitable internal representation of each individual techniques. This step lead to non-optimal solu-
tion, requires a significant domain knowledge and does not work well with complex data such as 2D
images. There were effort to bring Deep Learning to mobile device, such as from Lane and Georgiev
(2015) where authors handcrafted a low-power Deep Neural Network (DNN) to run on mobile SoC.
This approach however, does not scale well with modern and complex DNN. In both academia
and industry, libraries such as TensorFlow by Abadi et al. (2016) have enjoyed tremendous success
thank in part to it being hardware accelerated by graphic card. Leveraging on an abundant amount
of GPU from Nvidia using a stable and forward compatible API called CUDA introduced by Kirk
et al. (2007), TensorFlow make training a deep learning model faster and cheaper. We aim to make
disease detection more accessible for farmer in a similar way: leveraging GPU in low power mobile
SoC.
3.4 Material
Images of 8 different sets of stress in Soybean leaflets and 1 healthy set are collected in the field.
Each stress class contains approximately 2000 images at increasing severity levels. For healthy class,
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Table 3.1 Label to disease mapping
Label Disease
0 Bacterial Blight
1 Septoria Brown Spot
2 Frogeye Leaf Spot
3 Healthy
4 Herbicide Injury
5 Iron Deficiency Chlorosis
6 Potassium Deficiency
7 Bacterial Pustule
8 Sudden Death Syndrome
5000 images were taken. Pictures were taken in shaded area, preprocessed to remove background
and save in folder according to its label showed in Table 3.1.
To minimize human bias, leaflets image were taken from soybean fields across the state of Iowa,
United States. The type of diseases represent both biotic (e.g. fungal and bacterial diseases) and
abiotic (e.g. nutrient deficiency and chemical injury). Image of each leaf is segmented and resized
to (64× 64× 3 pixels [height× width× depth]) as showed in Fig. 3.1.
Targeted device is a low cost, low power iPhone 5s released 5 years ago (Fig. 3.10). The iPhone
5s is powered by the A7 system-on-chip, the first 64 bit processor on mobile. The SoC consists of a
dual-core Apple Cyclone CPU running at 1.3Ghz, a 4 cluster PowerVR G6430 running at 450MHz.
The trained model run on iPhone 5s in inference mode, taking advantage of the GPU using CoreML
library, tested with iOS 11 or better.
3.5 Methods and Procedures
3.5.1 Training a Classification Model on Computer
3.5.1.1 Training
The training model largely based on xPLNet proposed by Ghosal et al. (2018). Specifically,
this DCNN consists of 5 convolutional layers, 4 pooling layers, 4 batch normalization layers and 2
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Figure 3.1 Processed Training Data
fully connected layers. The pooling layers used max pooling, convolution stride is 2 pixels each in
both vertical and horizontal direction, activation function used is ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit by
Nair and Hinton (2010)). Detail implementation of the neural network is shown in Fig. 3.2. Note
that it differs a little from the original model due to limitations of mobile platform at the time of
publication. We will discuss those difference in detail in the next subsection.
Since the model is a standard sequential network, the training process adopted best practices
established in academia. For each stress class, 1096 images was chosen; for healthy class, the number
was 2192. Input images were augmented by one of the following method: flipped horizontally or
vertically, clockwise rotation of 90°, 180°, 270°. Of the total 65,760 images, 70% were used for
training, 20% were used for testing and the rest is used for validation. Each image was carefully
examined by an expert before given a disease classification.
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Figure 3.2 Modified xPLNet
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3.5.1.2 Result
Since the model is relatively simple, we train it in 50 epochs using Nvidia Geforce GTX 1600.
The objective is to reduce loss function value, which indirectly corresponding to how badly the
model gives prediction. In ideal case, the smaller loss function value, the better it will perform in
real world application. Fig. 3.3 shows how the loss function varies over time. Both training loss and
validation loss decrease drastically during earlier epochs and plateau in later ones, which suggests
a well trained model.
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Figure 3.3 Model training loss vs validation loss
To quantify how well the trained model give predictions, we used accuracy metric which indicates
how many predictions are correct over a high number of input images. Fig. 3.4 show how the
accuracy metric varies over time. Both training accuracy and validation accuracy increase in tandem
with each other in earlier epochs; however, training accuracy keep increasing while validation’s one
fluctuates as model keep training. This indicate that model is overfitting and the peak performance
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has been passed. According to the plot, we choose snapshot at epoch 40th as the model for
converting to mobile.
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Figure 3.4 Model training accuracy vs validation accuracy
3.5.2 Implement the Trained Model on An iPhone
3.5.2.1 Prior Works and Available Technology
On iOS devices, interpreted language like Python is not natively supported by Apple. Libraries
like TensorFlow for Python therefor cannot be installed on an iPhone. This makes bringing machine
learning to mobile device challenging. Even if theses technical limitation is to be removed, a typical
Deep Learning model takes up hundreds of megabyte ram on desktop GPU and take millisecond
for inference. Mobile devices with limitation in both thermal and power drawn, likely will not be
able to run the model at desired speed. This makes directly transfer a trained model to mobile
device impractical.
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There are efforts to bring fast and accurate Neural Network inference to mobile phone in recent
years. From academia, Lane et al. (2016) presented DeepX which optimized for a popular subset
in DNN. It took advantage of multiple available processor, namely CPU, GPU and DSP to speed
up the computation. However, the paper stopped as a proof of concept and lacks publicly available
source code and documentation. From the industry, Google’s TensorFlow lite and Apple’s CoreML
are two prominent solution; both of which run on iPhone and support modern DNN architects.
TensorFlow Lite TensorFlow Lite (TF lite) is a lightweight version of TensorFlow for mobile
devices, currently support both iOS and Android. On the positive side, this allow TF lite to be
written in a single C++ source code, shared between both iOS and Android as shown in Fig. 3.5.
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model
Tensorflow lite 
Converter
Tensorflow lite model 
(.tflite)
Java API
C++ API
Interpreter
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Android Neural 
Network API
C++ API
Interpreter
kernel
Andorid App iOS App
Figure 3.5 TensorFlow lite architecture
From library user’s point of view, this enable writing a inference module once and share it
cross-platform. Furthermore, TF lite converter enable a simple and straightforward way to convert
Tensorflow’s model to TF lite model file (.tflite) which significantly reduce the time between research
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and deployment. C++ is also a portable language that can integrate with Java on Android and
Swift on iOS natively.
On the negative side, TF lite officially supports hardware acceleration on a few selected Android
device with Android Neural Networks API. At the time of writing, the library run purely on CPU
on iOS devices, which significantly reduce its speed. TF lite and mainline Tensorflow also differ
enough to warrant incompatibility in complex DNN model. Therefore, researchers are also expected
to make changes to their original model during conversion process. In practice, using TF lite does
not help saving substantial more time compared to alternative solutions.
CoreML Apple Core ML is a Machine Learning framework targeting end users. At the time
of writing, Core ML doesn’t support rich features to train a model; rather, it is optimized for on
device performance while minimizing memory usage and preserving battery life. Apple specifies
its three supported use cases: Vision for image analysis, Natural Language for natural language
processing and GameplayKit for evaluation of learned decision trees in Fig. 3.6.
Application
vision Natural language GameplayKit
Core ML
Accelerate and BNNS Metal Performance Shaders
Figure 3.6 Apple CoreML architect
Core ML takes advantage of both GPU (using Apple’s Metal Performance Shaders) and CPU
(using Apple’s Accelerate and BNNS). Since Core ML itself does not focus on training, it provided a
tool called “Core ML Tools” for converting trained models from popular frameworks. Other promi-
nent third-parties in Machine Learning also provide their own conversion tools, such as “MXNet
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converter” and “TensorFlow converter”. This make targeting Core ML a logical choice since it is
fast and efficient; yet, the cost of adopting it no time consuming than other methods.
3.5.2.2 Implementation
After exhausted search over available options, we choose Apple Core ML for its advantage
in speed and ease of use. Since our previously trained network is a combination of feedforward,
convolution and fully connected layers; it’s fairly well supported in Core ML. The model was written
in Python using Keras library, running on top of TensorFlow backend; therefore we have two ways
to convert it.
The first method, using “TensorFlow converter” will involve freezing trained model into a frozen
protobuf (.pb) file. Then we have to keep track of its input tensor’s name in the original graph
to mark it as input in the conversion process. Finally, identify and extract the portion of the
graph that can be converted. All of those steps could be challenging for people unfamiliar with the
toolsets. The second method involving using the official tool from Apple called ”Core ML tools”.
Since our machine learning model’s architecture is directly listed as supported in its specification
(Table 3.2).
Table 3.2 Models and third-party frameworks supported by Core ML Tools
Model type Supported models frameworks
Neural Networks Feedforward, convolutional, recurrent Caffe v1
Keras 1.2.2+
Tree ensembles Random forests, boosted trees, decision trees scikit-learn 0.18
XGBoost 0.6
Support vector machines Scalar regression, multiclass classification scikit-learn 0.18
LIBSVM 3.22
Generalized linear models Linear regression, logistic regression scikit-learn 0.18
Feature engineering Sparse vectorization, dense vectorization, scikit-learn 0.18
categorical processing
Pipeline models Sequentially chained models scikit-learn 0.18
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The conversion code make use of the library “coremltools”, where we stated the model is an
Keras trained one. As showed in List. 14, we specify input is a RGB image, with each color channel
value varies between 0 and 1. We also speciy output as 8 mutual exclusive classes of diseases.
class Converter(): 1
def __init__(self, mInput, mOutput): 2
"..." 3
self.original_labels = ["List of diseases name here"] 4
def run(self) -> None: 5
model = load_model(self.input) 6
"..." 7
# try to convert the model to Core ML 8
coreml_model = coremltools.converters.keras.convert( 9
model, 10
input_names='image', 11
image_input_names='image', 12
image_scale=1 / 255.0, 13
class_labels=self.original_labels, 14
is_bgr=False) 15
# use the error message to modify and retrain the model until success 16
coreml_model.save(self.output) 17
Listing 14 Conversion of Keras model to Core ML
Coremltools will then try to convert the given model to its internal representation (.mlmodel
file). If it fail to do so, it will throw an error show what goes wrong and suggest a fix. For example,
our initial model expects input with channel first (channel×width× height), which will not map
efficiently to Apple GPU on iOS devices. The code will throw an error and suggest changing the
input to width× height× channel. After making the change, we re-run the code and repeat these
steps until it finishes without error.
To program for iPhone, we use Apple’s official Integrated Development Environment called
Xcode. Xcode allow us to code, compile then run the program immediately in an iPhone emulator.
This enable us to rapidly prototype and try out different algorithm. Furthermore, Xcode support
autosuggestion, error warning and debugging feature which make the task of programming itself
easier. Fig 3.7 shows the Neural Network model (leaf.mlmodel) successfully recognized in Xcode.
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Figure 3.7 Disease classification model for iOS
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For security reason, iOS enforcing you to access inference result through request and reply. In
the application logic, we create a VNCoreMLRequet object (List. 15). Inside it, we specify out
input model and handling method to evoke when the result arrive. The object itself will be lazy
initialized only when user invoke the inference function for the first time. This optimization enable
quick opening of the app while still adhering to its security protocol.
// Lazy evaluation to reduce startup time 1
lazy var classificationRequest: VNCoreMLRequest = { 2
do { 3
// Load classification model 4
let model = try VNCoreMLModel("...") 5
// Create request with attached result handler 6
let request = VNCoreMLRequest(model: "...", completionHandler: "...") 7
"..." 8
return request 9
} catch { 10
// If the request creation fail, throw an error immediately 11
fatalError("Failed to load Vision ML model: \(error)") 12
} 13
}() 14
Listing 15 Classification Request
For creating user interface, we use Xcode Interface builder, shown in Fig 3.8. Icons can be drag
and drop into the “StoryBoard”, which is accentually stored in a proprietary .xml schema. We
then could specify constrains on how the icon interact with elements of the Story Board, such as
edges and other icons. These properties determine how the interface looks like, independent of the
logic. However, elements can also be drag into source code and referenced programmatically.
Behind the scene, the Interface Builder is powered by UIKIt, an event-driven interface where
objects emit events depending on how user interact with them. Programmers have the full freedom
to choose which events to respond to and which to ignore. The linking from user code to the
interface is stored in the Cocoa Touch object itself, while user code only contains textual reference.
This enables greater flexibility for Apple to implement the interface between hardware generation
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Figure 3.8 Xcode interface builder on top of UIKit
and software version. From programmers’ point of view, this setup makes supporting different
devices or different operating system versions as simple as recompile the program.
In our application, whenever user taps on the camera button, the takePicture() function (shown
in List 16) will be called. It will present user with a choice of import an available image from the
phone’s gallery or taking a new one using one of the phone’s cameras.
The classification request we prepared earlier (List. 15) will be submitted to the Operating
System with the user’s selected image to be processed in a pool of system managed background
threads. In the main thread, we run another background process asynchronously to wait for the
classification reply (List. 17).
This setup is necessary since to be able to modify the User Interface, the code that access
interface elements has to be run on the main thread (per iOS requirement). When the result
returned, we extract the top 2 most probable classification and its confidence score. Then, the
classificationLabel will be updated with said information, or error messages depending on the
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@IBAction func takePicture() { 1
// Check if camera available 2
guard UIImagePickerController.isSourceTypeAvailable(.camera) else { 3
"..." 4
} 5
"..." 6
photoSourcePicker.addAction(takePhoto) 7
photoSourcePicker.addAction(choosePhoto) 8
present(photoSourcePicker, animated: true) 9
} 10
11
func presentPhotoPicker(sourceType: UIImagePickerController.SourceType) { 12
// Create a pop-up showing image sources 13
let picker = UIImagePickerController() 14
// Set itself as picker handler 15
picker.delegate = self 16
picker.sourceType = sourceType 17
present(picker, animated: true) 18
} 19
Listing 16 takePicture() function
func processClassifications(request: VNRequest, error: Error?) { 1
DispatchQueue.main.async { 2
guard let results = request.results else { 3
// Showing error retrieving result 4
} 5
let classifications = results as! [VNClassificationObservation] 6
if classifications.isEmpty { 7
// Showing error as classifier fail to recognize object 8
} else { 9
// Display top classifications ranked by confidence in the UI. 10
"..." 11
} 12
} 13
} 14
Listing 17 processClassification() function
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circumstance. This behavior can be program, tested and verified for correctness during development
process using Xcode built-in emulator show in Fig. 3.9
Figure 3.9 Iphone 5s emulator running on a Macbook Pro
3.6 Results
Finally, we connect the iPhone 5s to one of our MacBook Pro and compile the code. Fig. 3.10
show the inference running successfully on the physical device. Since the model we deployed
implemented the same algorithm and initialized with the same weight as the model we trained on
the computer; it exhibits the same performance on tested data. That is, the accuracy of the model
asymptoticly approaching 98%, given enough clearly taken images of leaflets on a dark background.
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Figure 3.10 Test device: a 5 years old iPhone 5s
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CHAPTER 4. GENERAL CONCLUSION
In summary, we have demonstrated the viability of two Computer Vision system for disease
detection in soybean. The first system is a complex Deep Neural Network to detect and localize
SDS disease. It shows user its confident score for each detection and two most likely severities.
The second system is a mobile device optimized Machine Learning model that detect the 8 types
of disease in soybean. An application implemented the said model was demonstrated on an Apple
iPhone 5s.
With their current implementations, there are several limitations with the two systems. For
the first system, the trained model has not been ported to mobile devices yet. This is due to its
many convoluted layers and non-sequential architecture. For the second system which runs on an
iPhone, the model’s output is too simple and only suitable for early detection of disease.
Our future works will focus on combining the two systems into one. That is, an application that
still run on low powered mobile device which detect 8 types of disease. However, for each disease
the application should give detail analysis of where the diseased parts are, how confident it is and
the severity for each part.
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License
Tran’s thesis
Copyright 2019 Baskar Ganapathysubramania’s research group
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software
and associated documentation files (the “Software”), to deal in the Software without restriction,
including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do
so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or sub-
stantial portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EX-
PRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MER-
CHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFT-
WARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
fizyr’s keras-retinanet
In this research, we reuse part of fizyr’s keras-retinanet implementation which has the following
license:
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
“License” shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined
by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
“Licensor” shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is
granting the License.
“Legal Entity” shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are
controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
“control” means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such
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entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
“You” (or “Your”) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by
this License.
“Source” form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited
to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
“Object” form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of
a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and
conversions to other media types.
“Work” shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available
under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).
“Derivative Works” shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on
(or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or
other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this
License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or
bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
“Contribution” shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work
and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or
Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this
definition, “submitted” means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the
Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing
lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of,
the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication
that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as “Not a
Contribution.”
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“Contributor” shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a
Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License.
Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to repro-
duce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute
the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License.
Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this
section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the
Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that
are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation
against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or
a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement,
then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the
date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution.
You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any
medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the
following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License;
and
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(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the
files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright,
patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those
notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a “NOTICE” text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative
Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along
with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are
for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum
to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot
be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional
or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications,
or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of
the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions.
Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in
the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without
any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or
modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding
such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks.
This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or
product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing
the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty.
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and
each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES
OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any
warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness
of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permis-
sions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability.
In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or
agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,
indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this
License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for
loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial
damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.
While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge
a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your
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own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if
You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by,
or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or
additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the
fields enclosed by brackets “{}” replaced with your own identifying information. (Don’t include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format.
We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same
”printed page” as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the “License”); you may not use this file except
in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
is distributed on an “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions
and limitations under the License.
Apple’s CoreML sample
In this research, we reuse part of Apple CoreML sample code, which has the following license:
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.
“License” shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined
by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
“Licensor” shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is
granting the License.
“Legal Entity” shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are
controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
“control” means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such
entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
“You” (or “Your”) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by
this License.
“Source” form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited
to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
“Object” form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of
a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and
conversions to other media types.
“Work” shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available
under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).
“Derivative Works” shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on
(or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or
other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this
License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or
bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
“Contribution” shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work
and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or
Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this
definition, “submitted” means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the
Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing
lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of,
the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication
that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as “Not a
Contribution.”
“Contributor” shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a
Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License.
Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to repro-
duce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute
the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License.
Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this
section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the
Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that
are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation
against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or
a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement,
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then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the
date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution.
You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any
medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the
following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License;
and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the
files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright,
patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those
notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a “NOTICE” text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative
Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along
with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are
for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum
to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot
be construed as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional
or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications,
or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of
the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions.
Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in
the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without
any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or
modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding
such Contributions.
6. Trademarks.
This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or
product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing
the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty.
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and
each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES
OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any
warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness
of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permis-
sions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability.
In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or
agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,
indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this
License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for
loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial
damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.
While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge
a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your
own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if
You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by,
or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or
additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the
fields enclosed by brackets “{}” replaced with your own identifying information. (Don’t include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format.
We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same
”printed page” as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright 2018 Apple Inc.
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the “License”); you may not use this file except
in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
is distributed on an “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions
and limitations under the License.
